COURTESY AND DOME LIGHT CONNECTION KIT
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UNDER DASH COURTESY EXTENSIONS A
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to LH door jamb switch
(a female terminal for
the stock driver side
jamb switch is included
loose piece in this kit.)
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Connect under dash courtesy extensions A on both the driver and passenger sides
of the main dash harness. Run the white courtesy ground through the supplied
grommet to the door jamb switch. If the door jamb switch uses a blade type terminal
rather than the attached bullet, cut the bullet off and install the supplied female
blade terminal B.

DOME LIGHT EXTENSION C
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12V Courtesy power
Courtesy ground
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If your truck is equipped with dome lights connect dome light extension C in
between the dash harness and the courtesy extension A on the drivers side. Route
the orange and white wires up the windshield pillar and along roof to the dome light.
Cut the orange and white wires to length. (Note: If your truck is equipped with two
dome lights, double the cut off portion of wire in the front set of terminals D, route
to rear dome, cut to length and install a second set of terminals D.) For front dome
only, install either bulb terminal D and plug into original dome light housing or install
terminal E and plug into lamp socket F depending on what type of dome light your
truck is equipped with.
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to RH door jamb switch
(this terminal is correct
for an original passenger
side door jamb switch.)
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DESCRIPTION:
NOTE: Your new underdash courtesy
lamp kit uses # 631 bulbs (not
included with this kit). They may be
purchased at any auto parts store.
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